Information Content of the Gravitational Field of a Quantum Superposition
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When a massive quantum body is put into a spatial superposition, it is of interest to consider
the quantum aspects of the gravitational field sourced by the body. We argue that in order to
understand how the body may become entangled with other massive bodies via gravitational
interactions, it must be thought of as being entangled with its own Newtonian-like gravitational
field. Thus, a Newtonian-like gravitational field must be capable of carrying quantum information.
Our analysis supports the view that table-top experiments testing entanglement of systems
interacting via gravity do probe the quantum nature of gravity, even if no “gravitons” are emitted
during the experiment.
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General Relativity and Quantum Mechanics are pillars of modern theoretical physics and are well tested in a wide
variety of regimes. Nevertheless, we still lack a satisfactory phenomenological basis for a full theory of quantum
gravity. Thus, it is of considerable interest to analyze situations where both quantum theory and gravity play an
essential role, as already suggested by Feynman in the 1950s [1]. Since then, many Gedankenexperimente and, more
recently, actual experimental proposals have been put forward [2–8].
In this essay, we make use of one of these Gedankenexperimente—originally proposed in [3] and previously analyzed
by us in [9]—to gain insight into “where and how” quantum information about a quantum superposition of a source
particle is stored in its gravitational field, and under what circumstances it can be accessed. We will argue here that
a quantum massive particle should be thought of as being entangled with its own Newtonian-like gravitational field,
and thus that a Newtonian-like gravitational field can transmit quantum information.
Let us start by introducing the Gedankenexperiment, which has both a gravitational and electromagnetic version.
We have two parties, Alice and Bob, at a distance R from each other, each controlling a charged/massive body, with
charges qA and qB and masses mA and mB , respectively. We assume that Alice’s particle also has spin and that,
in the distant past, she √sent her particle through a Stern-Gerlach apparatus, putting it in an equal superposition,
(|LiA | ↓iA +|RiA | ↑iA )/ 2, of states |LiA and |RiA of its center of mass (CM), spatially separated by distance d  R.
We assume this process took place adiabatically, so that negligible (electromagnetic or gravitational) radiation was
emitted. Bob’s particle is initially held in a trap with a sufficiently strong confining potential so that any influences
of Alice’s particle on the state of Bob’s particle are negligible.
At a pre-arranged time, t = 0, Bob makes a choice of either releasing his particle from the trap or leaving it in the
trap. If he releases his particle, then his particle will react to the electromagnetic or gravitational influence of Alice’s
particle, corresponding to the states |LiA , |RiA . In this case, we denote δx the center of mass displacement of the
different possible locations of Bob’s particle at time TB , when he completes his experiment. If δx is sufficiently large,
the location difference will make the possible states of Bob’s particle nearly orthogonal, so his particle will be nearly
maximally correlated with Alice’s, and thus Alice’s particle will be in a highly mixed state. In other words, Bob has
acquired maximal “which-path” information about Alice’s particle.
At the same time, Alice sends her particle through a “reversing” Stern-Gerlach apparatus, in such a way that
if her particle had remained unentangled (and thus in a pure state), she could successfully perform an interference
experiment. She completes this process in time TA . It should be noted here that Alice’s internal spin degree of
freedom allows us to consider the case in which, if Bob is able to acquire which-path information, the entanglement at
the end of the experiment is between the position of Bob’s particle and the spin degree of freedom of Alice’s particle,
thereby greatly simplifying quantum interference tests. The arrangement of this Gedankenexperiment is illustrated
in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 1. Arrangement of the Gedankenexperiment. Alice’s particle (left) is prepared in a spatial superposition with separation
d while Bob’s particle (right), at distance R  d, is initially localized by a trap. At the start of the protocol Bob can decide
whether or not to release his particle from the trap, while Alice starts to recombine the paths of her particle. (When dividing
and recombining the paths of her particle, Alice uses Stern-Gerlach devices, as discussed in [3, 4], for which the spin internal
degree of freedom is instrumental.)
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This Gedankenexperiment appears to yield paradoxical results when1 TA , TB < R. In that case, Bob’s actions cannot
causally influence Alice’s particle, so one might expect that Alice’s particle should remain in a coherent superposition.
But Bob should be able to obtain “which path” information in his experiment, implying that his particle must be
entangled with Alice’s. Therefore Alice’s particle cannot be in a coherent superposition. This apparent paradox was
resolved in [9]. It was shown there that in the electromagnetic case, if the effective electric dipole DA resulting from
the path separation of Alice’s particle satisfies
DA < TA < R,

(1)

then vacuum fluctuations prevent Bob from acquiring “which path” information in time TB < R, and his particle
will not become entangled with Alice’s. On the other hand, when DA > TA Alice’s particle will be entangled with
electromagnetic radiation emitted during the “recombination” of her particle, and her particle will not be in a coherent
superposition, independently of what Bob does. In this case, there is no contradiction with Bob also obtaining “which
path” information. Similarly, in the gravitational case, if the effective gravitational quadrupole2 QA resulting from
the path separation satisfies
QA < TA2 < R2

(2)

then vacuum fluctuations prevent Bob from acquiring “which path” information, whereas if QA > TA2 , Alice’s particle
becomes entangled with gravitational radiation.
Although the above analysis of [9] resolved the apparent paradox when TA , TB < R, there are further implications
that we wish to explore here. These are most easily seen if, for the electromagnetic version, we consider the case where
DA > R and again require TB < R, but now we take TA  DA . Similarly, for the gravitational version, we consider
the case where QA > R2 , TB < R, and TA2  QA . In this situation, Bob can acquire “which path” information in time
TB < R, but Alice has time to do the recombination adiabatically, so that negligible electromagnetic/gravitational
radiation is emitted by Alice’s particle. Since Bob can acquire “which path” information, Alice’s particle must be
entangled with Bob’s at the end of the process.
Since Alice’s particle is entangled with Bob’s, it cannot be in a coherent superposition at the end of the process.
There is no causality paradox in this case, since we necessarily have TA > R, so the state of Alice’s particle can be
causally influenced by what Bob’s particle does. Nevertheless, since TB < R, Bob’s particle cannot be influenced by
Alice’s actions during the time of his experiment. For all that Bob knows, Alice may have recombined her superposition
in time TA < R.
If Alice had actually recombined her superposition in time TA < R, but still DA > R, we would be in the original
case discussed above, where Alice’s particle emits entangling radiation during the recombination. The final state of
Alice, Bob, and the radiation field would be
∼ |x = 0iA ⊗ (| ↑iA |φR irad |LiB + | ↓iA |φL irad |RiB ),

(3)

where |φR(L) irad represent the states of radiation associated with Alice’s particle CM amplitudes |R(L)iA , |L(R)iB
are the states of Bob’s particle CM, and |x = 0iA is the final state of Alice’s particle CM after the “reversing” SternGerlach apparatus. Note that this state is akin to a GHZ state, a three-partite state which is (maximally) entangled
but where no pair of subsystems is entangled.
However, in the actual case, where TA  DA or TA2  QA , no photons/gravitons are emitted. How can we
understand how Bob’s particle became entangled with Alice’s? It should be emphasized that Alice’s and Bob’s
particles do not interact directly with each other; they each interact only with the electromagnetic/gravitational field.
Since there is no radiation, it clearly must be the “non-radiative part” of the electromagnetic/gravitational field that
is responsible for the ultimate entanglement of Alice’s and Bob’s particles.
Entanglement of a particle with the non-radiative part of the field it generates has been previously considered by
Unruh [10] who referred to this as “false loss of coherence.” Unruh used the terminology “false” because, although
the non-radiative part of the field formally produces a decoherence in a particle that would otherwise be in a coherent
superposition, the coherence would be restored if the particle were recombined adiabatically. However, this assumes
the absence of other matter that interacts with the field. In the case of our Gedankenexperiment with TA  DA
or TA2  QA , the non-radiative part of the field of Alice’s particle interacts with Bob’s particle. Even though Alice
recombines her particle adiabatically, she cannot restore the coherence of her particle because the correlations of her
particle with the non-radiative part of the field get transferred to Bob’s particle. In Dirac notation
|x = L, ↑iA |φL iF |RiB + |x = R, ↓iA |φR iF |LiB → |x = 0iA |φ0 iF ⊗ (| ↑iA |RiB + | ↓iA |LiB ),
|
{z
}
|
{z
}
t<TA

1
2

t>TA

Here and in the following we work with units c = ~ = 1.
It should be noted that, it is momentum conservation that implies the absence of dipole gravitational radiation.

(4)
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where here |φL(R) iF represent the states of the non-radiative part of the gravitational (or electromagnetic) field
associated to Alice’s center-of-mass amplitudes |L(R)iA , respectively. This implies that the original loss of coherence
of Alice’s particle and the non-radiative part of its electromagnetic/gravitational field was not false!
The above discussion highlights the fact that it is extremely artificial to separate the electromagnetic/gravitational
field into “radiative” and “non-radiative” parts. While Bob is performing his experiment, he has no way of knowing
whether his particle is interacting with the radiative part of the field of Alice’s particle (as would be the case if
TA < DA or TA2 < QA ) or with the non-radiative part of the field of Alice’s particle (as would be the case if TA  DA
or TA2  QA ). Both the radiative and non-radiative parts of the field are equally capable of entangling Bob’s particle
with Alice’s.
These considerations imply that a quantum massive particle in spatial superposition should be considered entangled
with its own Newtonian-like gravitational field. One does not need freely propagating gravitons for the quantum
gravitational field to carry quantum information. This conclusion is in agreement with the fact that entanglement
cannot be increased by local operations and classical communication (LOCC). Releasing Bob’s particle from the trap is
a local operation and it cannot entangle it with Alice’s far away particle unless we assume that A is already entangled
with the field, and that releasing Bob’s particle is just an entangling operation between it and the field. Thus, our
conclusion supports the claim that recent proposals for table-top experiments aiming to entangling particles via their
gravitational interaction can probe a quantum feature of gravity.
It is not clear to us what the full ramifications of these considerations are for the formulation of a quantum theory
of gravity, but it is our hope and expectation that a deeper understanding of simple examples of the sort we have
analyzed will help guide us in the right direction.
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